Confidence from any angle
Krautkramer full body testing machine, now with ShapeUT™ technology

As industry evolves and regulations tighten, Baker Hughes, a GE company, is driving a whole new standard for seamless pipe inspection.

Only ShapeUT™ can efficiently deliver the level of accuracy needed to ensure confidence in critical pipe and tube assets, while meeting both the expanded API 5CT regulations and unique customer requirements. This technology drastically reduces the risk of pipe failure by detecting defects in 360°—revolutionizing ultrasonic inspection.

ShapeUT™ technology is pushing ultrasonic testing further than ever before meeting the standards of both today, and tomorrow.

ShapeUT™ works with your Krautkramer full body testing machine to detect oblique defects at any angle.

ShapeUT™ technology provides a complete representation of oblique flaws and a gapless picture of the pipe wall to identify potential flaws.

Flaw detection
Technological evolution

Elevate your inspections with ShapeUT™
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